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DESCRIPTION

QUESTIONS

SOURCES

To find alternate (prexisting for other diseases) drugs to treat 

specific diseases.

Clinical Scientist - Principal Investigator

- Data set of patient demographic and outcome data

- Wet lab

- Animal model

- Contract Research Organization

- Mendelay electronic lab notebook

- WDD (EE, EN, PA)

- compare large data sets of co-morbidity to see overlapping 

persriptions and positive outcomes for candiates, which are 

then ranked with PA

+ Given a type of colon cancer tumor that is unresponsive to 

therapy, find biomarkers that ID it

+ What proteins are associated with cardiovascular outcomes 

in Myocardial Infarction and stroke?

+ Identify new secreted peptides or proteins that can be used 

for improving the treatment of Type 2 diabetes

- plan does not pass ethics board, need to revise and take 

another 2 months.

- Dataset not conclusive.

- Grants not granted

Mar tha splits her time seeing patients as well as leading 

studies as the principal investigator. She works in a mid-sized 

non-profit with other PhD and industry scientists, and funds 

her studies with grants. 

What currently existing drugs might be able to be re-

purposed to fight X disease?

Naomi-UHN, Connie-UHN, Lorraine-UHN, 

Disease Researcher

Comfort with Technology

Week Breakdown

Project Timeline

Tools Process

Use Cases

Concerns

Information Source Collaboration Style
Martha

“The longest delay is the couple of months 

for the Ethics Board to decide that the 

[research plan] is acceptable…until then 

we can’t start work again on the project.”

Privacy/Ethics Review

2 month

Cohor t Creation

3 weeks

Data Analysis

3 months

hospital/on-call research research research hospital/on-call

?

To find alternate (prexisting for other diseases) drugs to treat 

specific diseases, Mar tha looks at at a cross section of co-

morbidities in a population sample to see drugs typically 

perscribed for other drugs might have contr ibuted to better 

outcomes. The data can then be used as rationale for fur ther 

research and clinical testing.

5 scientists with overlapping but dif ferent backgrounds- 

pharmacology, Drug discovery, industry, clinical scientists, 

with a data analyst involved at cer tain par ts of the process.

Team Makeup


